
Dull & Dramatic
- a roleplaying-game by Tomas HV Mørkrid

The Dull & Dramatic roleplaying game is meant to create a silent and surreal atmosphere of
strangeness, in the outskirts of social drama, a mood for the players to share and play around in,
being openminded and relaxed as they do so. The game text will explain how to do this.

It should be played by 4-6 people, in a living room with comfy chairs and a telly. You need pen and
paper to play it, nothing more.

The Dull & Dramatic roleplaying game is about a group of people gathering around the telly,
watching their favourite show. They may be friends or family, or a mix. Players decide what TV-
show is the favourite of the characters before play commence. It may be an imagined show, as long
as you agree on it. If you go for a real show, remember that you will play out a very special episode
in it, so feel free to let the show grow into something completely different as the game chrashes into
it...

Characters 
Your character should be noted on a piece of paper. It is based on friends/family of you, the player,
but piecemeal; one trait from one friend, another trait from another friend. You must state which of
your family or friends you get the trait from. No one may argue with your interpretation of it, even
if you pick a trait from one of the other players. You may create your character with as many as five
traits, and no less than three (based on 2-5 of your friends). Traits can be anything, like "Talkative"
or "Strong", or "In love with Veronica" ("Veronica" is defined as a fictional character for the
purpose of the game, even though there may be a real Veronica in your neighborhood. She may be
one of the other characters, of course).

Make a set of traits that gives you some kind of feel for the character you will play. That "feel" is
the main purpose for the character-creation. It's your gate into the game. If you're less than satisfied,
change it. Ask other players for help if you can't break a deadlock.

The gender of the character has to be the same as your own, but you may base it on friends/family
of another gender (or a mix).

The name of the character has to be a mesh of the names inspiring the traits, but male characters
have to have male names, and females must have female names. Write the name in BIG letters on
top of the character paper.

No character may be anything out of the ordinary. They may be nice and sympathetic, and they may
have flaws as you see them, but no trait may set them aside or above a normal man or woman.
When character creation is finished, you will read all characters out loud, and place them before you
on the table/s), so all can see the BIG names. The characters are friends or family, and know
eachother very well.

The Show-Characters 
After doing the characters, you will do the main characters of the TV-show they are going to watch.
You will make a set of characters equal to the player characters in number and gender, save that you
will decide on one character extra; the main villain. The Villain do not have to be a character
normally in the show (not all TV-show have one), but he/she will be in the game.



The show-characters must be given 2-4 traits. These traits may be totally fantasy, depending on the
bounds of the chosen show. Make the traits of the show-characters both physical, social and mental,
if it's appropriate to do this in relation to the show. These are the main characters of the TV-show,
and are made for your convenience, to make it easy to remember who they are and to use them in
gameplay. 

Do this together, so all of you get to know the show-characters. Do not relate the show-characters
directly to eachother (lovers and friends, and enemies, may be created during play), or make any
more details of the show. The show will have a name and the show-characters, and maybe a given
genre, but no story line or anything resembling it. No details! The show must be open!

Table and telly 
Have a wide table, or several small ones, between yourselves and the telly. Be sure to sit in a
semicircle, so that all see the telly and all other players. Place your character-sheets before you,
with your name in BIG letters for all to see. Place the show-characters in the centre, for all to reach
(to pick up and study). If you want any grub place it on the table before the game commence. Use
whatever grub you think appropriate for a group of dedicated TV-viewers.

Have a telly before you, but let the screen be black and no sound coming from it. It's only there as a
focal point for the game, for you to point on and look at, and for you to stand behind/beside if it
comes to that... (see: "Or a great evil..." ).

Consider the whole flat or house part of the setting of the game, even though you will spend most of
the game, possibly all of it, in front of the telly (please don't cry if this reminds you of your own
life, it's really OK to watch TV).

Wind down and open up. 
The Dull & Dramatic roleplaying game starts with a wind-down exercise. All players place
themselves in a comfy chair or sofa, and starts breathing slow and deep. One player will lead in this
exercise, telling the others to draw a deep breath, and to breathe slowly out, to the bottom of their
lungs. Keep this going a short time, and then you start speaking in chorus, following the "leader"
(only for this purpose). He/she say each sentence once, and all players repeat it three times. All of it
should be said in calm voices, with your eyes closed. This is what you say:

- My feet are calm.
- My body is calm.
- My arms are calm.
- My head is calm.
- I am relaxed.
- I am open to the game.
- The silence of my character is in my heart.
- I enjoy the silence of my character.
- I enjoy the silence of the game.
- I will participate with ease.
- I am in the game.
- I am open.

When the routine of calming down and opening up is finished, all of you open your eyes, and the
game is on. There is no break between the calming-routine and the start of gameplay. You are now
in character. The favourite show of the characters are being announced on the telly. You are all
watching.



The gameplay
This game has a very firm mode of gameplay. It consist of statements in character, non-verbal
reactions in character and silence. Nothing more. This section of the game will try to explain how to
do this.

A player may have his character make one of two kinds of statements; a statement on the TV-show
or a statement on the character-reality. Each and every statement must be in character.

Reality statements and reactions - statements on the character-reality should always be a bit dull,
nothing special. Their lives should be very ordinary, nothing special. All such statements should be
followed up by a prolonged silence (longer than natural). After a prolonged silence, any player may
"open the can" of reactions. All reaction to reality-statements should be in the small scale (a nervous
twitch, a shifting, drinking some more and the like). The players should always perform these as
physical actions. Actions like going to the kitchen for more grub or going to the toilet may be
performed as a reaction to reality statements. To ask the host for a softdrink, may be a reality
statement (please do not mix this game with alcohol, it should be played with a calm and clear
mind).

Show statements and reactions - statements on the TV-show should try to describe a dramatic
delvelopment in the show, and may very well be exciting, extreme and flabbergasting. All such
statements should be followed up by a shocked silence (longer than natural). After a prolonged
silence, any player may "open the can" of reactions. All reaction to show-statements should be in
the extreme (a gaping mouth, slamming your hand on the table, drinking greedily, pointing and
eyeballing, and the like).The players should always perform these as physical actions. Raising from
the chair and going restlessly from one wall to the other could be such an action, banging the walls
could also be one, or going the the telly and giving it a "kick-start". Do any thing, but stop short of
violence or threathening behavior, and do not destroy the furniture of your friends house.

The can of reactions - for every statement a character give, all the other characters has to react. As
one character react, all should follow suit, and may inter-react with eachother, to strenghten the
reactions. A player may prolong the silence of his/her character, and react after the others, to make
some special point. IMPORTANT: All reactions are to be played out non-verbally! 

When all have reacted, you should go back to silence and calm again, before any new statement is
made.

A new statement in the game may only be given when all of the characters have reacted to the
previous statement, and there is once more silence. A new statement may be given by any character,
even the last who gave a statement. It may be a character-statement or show-statement. That is
entirely up to the player giving it.

The "single statement ---> silence ---> multiple reaction ---> silence" is the core mode of the
game. 

The TV-show
As the game commences the TV-show is going on, taking the usual dramatic twists and turns. This
must reflect in the statements on the TV-show, done by the characters, but the story line does not
have to be fully accounted for.

Take things for granted, and do not occupy yourselves with internal logics. There is always an
explanation to everything that goes on within the telly, you know. Your statements on the show
should not aim at recreating it, but rather to play around with it, making it a dramatic backdrop to



the dullness of the character-lifes. That's the main purpose of the show.

If the statements makes the whole show bizarre or dreamy, or violently abnormal, then let it. If the
statements make a highly believeable TV-show, a really funny sit-com or a serious police-drama,
then that is fine too. Enjoy it as it is. Enjoy the way each and every one of you contribute to it.
Accept any and all changes to the TV-show.

An end 
If you find the game amusing as is, you may go on with normal gameplay until you all decide
you've had enough. This will usually coincide with the ending of the TV-show.

The game may simply be brought to its end by one player stating something that indicates that the
TV-show is over (perhaps saying something about what he/she look forward to in the next show, or
saying that this episode was crap, or just flatly saying: "OK, that's it then! I have to dash! See you
all next week"!). The only possible reaction to such an end-statement is to stand and go over and
make the motions of turning off the telly. When a player has done that, all players should sit still,
saying nothing.

Let silence reign for a prolonged period. Let it be quiet around you and in yourselves for as long as
you can (or find amusing). 

The game is over. 

Or a great evil... 
Instead of ending the game in the normal mode, with the characters sitting in front of the telly, you
may opt for something a bit more dramatic, and a lot more weird.

If you opt for this development, you may start to make statements about the characters leaving their
"reality" now, and joining the TV-show. You do this by replacing one of the show-characters with
your own, in the centre of the table, and by stating how your character are sucked into the telly and
pops up in the clothes of the show-character, in the show on the telly.

Such a statement is part of the TV-show statements, and should be met with flabbergasted friends of
the character, and appropriate reactions (banging the telly, searching the sofa, laughing or crying).
Anywhich way the characters react, they will all eventually see the truth of it: the character has
really been sucked into the telly, and now he/she does things to the drama, bad things...

When a player-character joins the TV-show it enables all players to make statements on what he/she
is doing in the show. But: all such statements should show the character to be out on thin ice, silly
or coward, and in some way misplaced in the drama. He/she will never be a hero, and never
succeed. This ruling goes for any and all characters joining the TV-show. The more of them which
joins the show, the more dysfunctional the drama will be.

As for the player "in control" of the character, he/she may speak to the other characters from the
TV-screen directly (as a statement in character-reality), and he/she may describe what his character
is doing in the show (as a show-statement). If the player want to speak directly to the others from
the telly, he/she should stand beside or behind it when doing so.

Characters stranded in the show will ruin plots. But more than this: they will give way to evil,
slowly, but always, whatever show they are stranded in. Their presence in the fictional reality of the
show, will open up a gate for great evil to enter the show, and then to enter the character-reality (our
world). What this evil is, is up to the players of the game (use the statements to describe it), but it



will be vile and cynical and deadly serious. The show may be a soap opera, but the pain inflicted by
the main villain, and the evil spreading from him, will be REAL evil. It should leave characters, and
possibly players, with the most unbearable vehemence spreading throughout their body and soul. 

The characters will in fact be the portal for this evil to enter our world. There is no way for the
characters to stop this, once all of them have entered the show. However: if at least one show-
character remains it may be possible for one player to describe that show-character as heroic,
fighting the main villain. Remember that this fight will be marred by the very characters the show-
character try to save, as they succumb to evil or just mess up. If evil win the contest, and it is likely
it will, then our world is lost.

The evil will enter in the hometown of the players, and spreak to the entire world, engulfing it in
some vile destiny. It may do this by taking the place of the characters in the world, or by any other
means. No church or faith or weapon of our world may stop it. It is TRUE EVIL, and powerful
beyond anything humankind may set against it, once it is let loose. 

One of the players will make a final statement on the evil let loose in our world. Try to let the
statement be as matter of fact as possible, and short. Do not opt for the great epic. This final
statement will be met with total silence from the other players. No reactions. No sound. No
stirrings, only silence. The silence should be a prolonged and unnatural silence.

The players should take care to think of TRUE EVIL in this silence, and how it may rule the world.
Then they should take care to breath calmly, go through the motions of winding down, and try to rid
themselves of the game-reality. Each and every player should do this after his own fashion, until
he/she is completely at ease. Only then will you break the silence.

When you do break the silence, please respect the silence of those not ready to break it yet. Go
about making coffee, or a meal for your guests, or read a book until all is present again. Then you
may give each other player a warm hug, and thanks for sharing the game with you.

Game over.


